
Exec Meeting
November 30th

Emma
-advocacy committee
-posters with QR codes to get feedback about housing crisis
-also discussed doing some version of advocating the facilities available for hotlines

Joyce and Linh
-filmed the video
-hoping to get it our before December 7th
-playlist is almost done

Joyce
-last year had a workshop with DSAS

-student advocacy service about SDA forms
-might be nice to have some more workshops with DSAS to look at academic

integrity, get different perspectives from people that can advocate with you
-just learned about the academic calendar, more people should know about that
-could have more general workshops

-student success
-advocacy
-Coop
-honours

-infogrpahics so that information is more accessible to everyone
-workshops catered to science

Carmen
-really quick turnaround for violoations
-good to know that this is a service ahead of time
-bring it to faculty to put it on the syllabus?

-include that on the list of resources

Emma
-going to make a post, can we also add about the Good Samaritan Law
-good to know if everyone knew about this act

-incentive to stay and help people
-people might not know that is exists

Carmen
-cautious with Good Samaritan Act
-only applies to alcohol in your system, not in possession of alcohol
-need to be very careful with wording when sharing information

Joyce
-reach out to DSAS about a workshop/ workshop + infographics

Carmen



-brainstorm incentives for workshop attendance
-students dont often learn about violations until they happen
-make it a half social event? A little less formal?
-hot chocolate/ pizza/ food + law chat

Linh
-could have a Q and A session as well

Joyce
-could also do a giveaway
-welcome back to the new semester
-could do a giveaway

-give away a new mug?

-Kendra: check the emails for a mug design

Emma
-reach out to winner of DABS contest to see if they are interested in designing a mug

if we did not get any

-Marissa: will check amount in budget for give away

Joyce
-how to arrange give away
-fill in a form, answer a prompt, just comment and enter
-maybe just do it “comment below and tag 3 friends”, follow the account for entry

Carmen
-could follow other accounts for extra entries
-first year, environmental, tiktok

Linh
-made a playlist that represents us
-profile picture?

-Emma: iconic lightbulb
-Kendra: could add faces to the lightbulb
-Emma: could add colours to the lightbulb

-blue - crying
-orange - chill

-lost in the LSC playlist
-walking in the tunnel playlist


